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Foreword 
This French University Habilitation (“mémoire” to obtain the “Diplôme d’Habilitation à Diriger 
des Recherches”, DHDR) is divided into two parts: the first one deals with the results that I have 
obtained after my PhD thesis in 2003, the second one discusses open questions related to these 
results as well as mid- and long-term perspectives. 
Three different topics are presented in the result chapters: 1) a combination of small angle 
scattering (SAS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for rigid-body modeling of 
biomacromolecular complexes, 2) the combined use of small angle X-ray (SAXS) and neutron 
(SANS) scattering for the study of unfolded proteins and 3) the study of biomacromolecular and 
solvent dynamics by neutron spectroscopy combining several instruments. 
Points 1) and 3) are discussed in great detail, both in the results and perspective sections, since 
they represent the most advanced projects of my research. Point 2) is dealt with more briefly in 
the results section, since few results are available so far. However, perspectives are discussed. A 
special perspective chapter deals with applications on membrane proteins. Key publications for 
the different chapters are: 
Chapter 1:  Gabel et al. (2006) A target function for quaternary structural refinement from small  
                     angle scattering and NMR orientational restraints. Eur. Biophys. J. 35(4), 313-327. 
                     Gabel et al. (2008) A structure refinement protocol combining NMR residual dipolar  
                      couplings and small angle scattering restraints. J. Biomol. NMR 41(4), 199-208. 
Chapter 2:   Gabel et al. (2009) Quantitative Modelfree Analysis of Urea Binding to Unfolded  
                       Ubiquitin Using a Combination of Small Angle X-ray and Neutron Scattering. J. Am.  
                       Chem. Soc. 131(25), 8769-8771. 
Chapter 3:   Gabel (2005) Protein dynamics in solution and powder measured by incoherent  
                      elastic neutron scattering: the influence of Q-range and energy resolution. Eur.  
                      Biophys. J. 31(1), 1-12. 
                      Gabel & Bellissent-Funel (2007) C-Phycocyanin Hydration Water Dynamics in the  
                      Presence of Trehalose: An Incoherent Elastic Neutron Scattering Study at Different  
                      Energy Resolutions. Biophys. J. 92(11), 4054-4063. 
The habilitation thesis is focused on methodological aspects and developments of small angle 
scattering and neutron spectroscopy. It is obvious that the approaches discussed here and their 
sophisticated levels of data analysis rely fundamentally on the quality of the sample, and in 
particular on monodispersity (for SAS) and amount of material for spectroscopy. The paramount 
 5 
importance of good biochemistry and the use of complementary techniques for the 
characterization of samples can hardly be overestimated. They include, amongst others, gel 
filtration, analytical ultracentrifugation, static and dynamic light scattering, NMR, etc. They are 
quite simply indispensable for doing good and accurate science with SAS, in particular in more 
complex systems (macromolecular complexes, membrane proteins …). If they are not presented 
in more detail in this thesis, it is not out of ignorance of this fact but due to the lack of space. 
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Postdoctoral results 
 
1. Accuracy in biomacromolecular rigid-body modeling: the combination 
of small angle scattering and nuclear magnetic resonance 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Biological small angle scattering (BioSAS) has been used for several decades to study the 
structural properties of biomacromolecules in solution. A complete historical review is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. Excellent introductions to the theory, applications and history of small 
angle scattering (SAS) can be found in the textbooks of Guinier and Fournet (1955), Glatter and 
Kratky (1982) or Feigin and Svergun (1987). Pioneering results in BioSAS have been reviewed by 
Kratky (1963) and Kratky and Pilz (1972). Biological small angle neutron scattering (SANS) has 
been specifically discussed by Stuhrmann (1974), Engelman and Moore (1975), Jacrot (1976) and 
Zaccaï and Jacrot (1983). 
The past decade (2000-2010) has witnessed a vibrant renaissance of BioSAS, reflected in an 
exponentially growing number of publications (e.g. citations referring to “small angle scattering” 
in the ISI Web of KnowledgeSM database). This is in great part due to the advent of a new 
generation of data modeling programs and increased computing power (Svergun and Koch 2002; 
Koch et al. 2003; Petoukhov and Svergun 2007; Putnam et al. 2007; Lipfert and Doniach 2007). A 
number of different approaches have emerged and can be distinguished conceptually (Figure 
1.1): 
 
Figure 1.1: Overview of different SAS modeling approaches applied to cellulase (from Putnam et al. 2007). 
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1) Ab initio modeling can be used in cases where no a priori atomic resolution information of 
the system (or parts of it) is available. Since the early 1970s, this problem has been addressed 
by multipole expansions using spherical harmonics (Harrison 1969; Stuhrmann 1970a and b) 
to model low-resolution shapes and envelopes. It is conceptually similar to a Fourier-analysis 
and adapted to three-dimensional cases described by spherical coordinates. It consists in 
finding the coefficients of the multipole expansion for a particle shape from the experimental 
scattering curve. Based on experimental data regularization with Indirect Fourier 
Transformation (Glatter 1977; Svergun et al. 1988; Svergun 1992) a so-called “dummy atom”-
approach has been developed more recently (Chacόn et al. 1998; Svergun 1999): starting from 
a connected ensemble of small spherical scattering units (dummy atoms) grouped together in 
a volume of defined size (e.g. a sphere of maximum diameter Dmax) the scattering curve can be 
back-calculated easily (e.g. Glatter 1980a) and be compared to the experimental data. Dummy 
atoms are removed or added in a simulated annealing process until the back-calculated 
scattering curve matches the experimental one best. An important requirement for the 
success of this method is the connectivity of the ensemble of dummy atoms. 
2) Rigid-body modeling is used for macromolecular complexes of unknown overall structure 
made up of subunits of known high-resolution structure (by NMR or crystallography). 
Originally, it had been used with simple geometric bodies (spheres, ellipsoids, cylinders …) 
and an optimization of their respective position and orientation by an educated “trial-and-
error” process (Kratky 1963; Kratky and Pilz 1972). More recently, bodies with arbitrary 
structures (e.g. protein structures from PDB) have been refined in a grid search approach by 
shifting and orienting them incrementally in a simulated annealing process until the back-
calculated scattering curve matches the experimental SAS data from the complex they form 
(e.g. programs “MASSHA” and “SASREF”; Konarev et al. 2001; Petoukhov and Svergun 
2005).  
3) “Hybrid” approaches are used when high-resolution structures of (a) part(s) of the complex 
are available (programs “CREDO/CHADD” and “BUNCH”; Petoukhov et al. 2002; 
Petoukhov and Svergun 2005). The remainder of the complex (e.g. linkers, missing domains) 
is modeled by ab initio techniques similar to those mentioned under point 1). 
4) Ensemble averaging. For systems built up entirely or partly of flexible regions (e.g. unfolded 
proteins), no single structure (either ab initio or rigid-body) can represent a structural solution 
in a satisfactory manner. In these cases, one can use an approach that back-calculates and 
scores an averaged scattering curve from an ensemble of structures against the experimental 
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data, ideally by taking complementary information into account, e.g. from NMR (Bernadό et 
al. 2005; Bernadό et al. 2007).  
The remaining sections of this chapter focus on the rigid-body modeling approach (number 2) of 
the above list), and in particular present and discuss the benefits of supplementing SAS restraints 
by NMR restraints to increase the accuracy of the refined models.    
 
1.2 Limitations of traditional rigid-body modeling approaches    
Rigid-body modeling programs like “MASSHA” and “SASREF” optimize the respective position 
and orientation of two bodies in a grid-search by incremental translations and rotations in a 
simulated annealing process until their back-calculated scattering curve matches the 
experimental data best (least χ2-fit). “GLOBSYMM” (Petoukhov and Svergun 2005) can generate 
an ensemble of symmetric oligomers by a brute force exhaustive search but cannot address the 
general case in the same way. While always producing a structural model as a result, there are a 
number of inherent fundamental limitations to these approaches, in particular to the grid-search: 
1) The refined structure of the complex is in general biased by the starting points (i.e. the 
initial orientations and positions) of the two bodies. For different initial setups, different 
structural solutions may be proposed by the refinement process. In particular, once the 
system is trapped in an energetic side-minimum (a so-called “false positive”) it is often not 
possible to retrieve the “correct” structural solution. 
2) Solutions with an equally good χ2 value can be different. In particular, equal matches with 
the experimental data (in terms of χ2) can be obtained by deviations of the back-calculated 
scattering curve that lie either below or above the experimental data in several Q-ranges. 
3) Another unsatisfactory point pertains to the uniqueness and stability of the refined 
structure: in other words, is the proposed structure the only (and the best) one possible? 
Equally important, what are possible residual degrees of freedom for the positions and 
orientations of the rigid bodies that are consistent with the SAS curve? That is, can one of the 
bodies be translated or re-oriented and still reproduce a satisfactory fit of the experimental 
scattering curve? And finally, how do these residual degrees of freedom (if they exist) 
depend on the geometry, position and orientation of the bodies, on the experimental Q-range 
and on error bars? 
In the light of these limitations, a more satisfying way to represent structural solutions would be 
to display a number of structures that are consistent with the SAS curve. An example is given 
below (Fig. 1.2). Unfortunately, this is not consequently done. 
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Figure 1.2: Structural models obtained for a protein-protein complex involved in the bacterial cell division of 
Streptococcus pneumoniae and the corresponding χ2-fit values of the experimental (SANS) data (from Masson et al. 2009). 
The models visualize the residual degrees of freedom of the complex that can not be further refined by the 
experimental data available. 
 
1.3 Complementary structural restraints and their incorporation into rigid-body 
modeling approaches 
It is obvious that any kind of additional structural restraints (complementary to SAS) can help to 
refine a structural model and improve its accuracy. Such restraints are provided by a number of 
techniques, including: i) mutagenesis can help to identify the (surface) residues that serve as 
potential contact points at the interface of two particles and can be used as docking restraints 
(Dominguez et al. 2003), ii) mapping of NMR chemical shift perturbations (Zuiderweg 2002) can 
define, in a way similar to mutagenesis, patches on the surfaces of interacting partner molecules 
(Dominguez et al. 2003) and are either obtained in titration experiments of separate partners or 
by the depletion of a part of the sequence in a linker-connected molecule, iii) chemical cross-
linking experiments (Back et al. 2003) can yield distance restraints between specific 
residues/atoms of macromolecules in a complex, iv) in a similar way, distance restraints can be 
obtained from NMR paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PREs) (Battiste and Wagner 2000), 
v) restraints on subunit orientations in a multi-body complex are provided by NMR 
heteronuclear relaxation (Brüschweiler et al. 1995; Tjandra et al. 1997; Dosset et al. 2000), 
chemical shift anisotropy (Prestegard 1998) or residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) (Tjandra and 
Bax 1997; Prestegard 1998; Dosset et al. 2001; Bax 2003), Fig. 1.3. 
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Fig. 1.3: Orientational information obtained by NMR residual dipolar couplings (RDCs): a slight anisotropy is created 
in liquid state NMR by introducing, e.g. phages, stretched gels, bicelles or diluted liquid crystals to the solution (Bax 
2003, and references therein). Weak steric restraints or electrostatic interactions lead to an anisotropic tumbling of the 
dissolved biomacromolecules, including the nuclear bond vectors, e.g. 15N-1H (upper half of figure). The magnetic 
dipolar interaction (lower right-hand side) is no longer averaged to zero (as in isotropic environments) and increases 
or diminishes the measured J-couplings (lower left-hand side), yielding orientational restraints for each bond vector 
(lower part of figure adapted from Bax 2003).  
  
NMR restraints (in particular RDCs) have often been used in an “ad hoc” manner to complement 
SAS restraints, e.g. by generating structures that are scored a posteriori against the experimental 
SAS curve (Yuzawa et al. 2004; Marino et al. 2006) or by using a brute force grid search to 
determine positions of RDC-oriented domains (Mattinen et al. 2002). Only a very limited number 
of protocols have been published recently that incorporate complementary NMR restraints 
simultaneously to SAS data for structural refinement. The strengths and shortcomings of two of 
them (Grishaev et al. 2005; Mareuil et al. 2007) are briefly discussed in the following section 
before the protocol developed by Gabel et al. 2006 is presented in detail in chapter 1.5. 
 
1.4 Two recent examples of combined SAS-NMR refinement protocols 
Grishaev et al. (2005) have developed a combined NMR and SAXS refinement protocol that 
generates a driving force (gradient) for each atom from a least χ2-fit against the experimental 
SAXS data: 
B0 
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Qk are the experimental wave vector transfers, NQ their number, ri the atomic coordinates, rij 
inter-atomic distances, Iexp the experimental scattering intensity, σk the standard deviations of 
their errors, Icalc the back-calculated intensity. ck is a correction factor for the “globbic 
approximation” (see below), f(Qk) are atomic form factors and N the number of atoms. 
The authors have applied Eq. 1.1 to refine the two-domain γS crystallin using experimental SAXS 
data in complement with a number of NMR restraints (NOEs, dihedral angles and RDCs). While 
this approach has the advantage to allow for intra-domain refinement (e.g. both domains are not 
considered as rigid bodies) and the authors were able to improve atomic RMSDs of γS crystallin 
with respect to a homologous γB crystallin crystal structure by applying SAXS (in addition to 
NMR) restraints, the protocol has a number of limitations: 1) it uses a “globbic” approximation 
(i.e. combining N = 3 to 9 heavy atoms, plus hydrogens, into a single scattering unit), 2) it drops 7 
out of 8 experimental scattering points NQ, 3) the accuracy is checked in terms of an atomic 
RMSD against a homologous crystal structure, 4) the starting structure is already NMR-refined, 
notably containing 15 inter-domain NOEs. 
While points 1) and 2) are mainly required for reducing calculation time (~ N2NQ) by about a 
factor of 80 and can be justified, the globbic and surface solvent layer is used as an additional fit 
parameter. More severely, once the inter-domain restraints, in particular the inter-domain 
backbone linker, are severed, an improved structural refinement is no longer successful with 
SAXS (see Supporting Information in Grishaev et al. 2005), which is the case in “docking” two 
separate bodies (no connecting linker). The most fundamental problem, however, of using Eq. 1.1 
for structural refinement is probably the fact that it generates individual driving forces for each 
single atom (or “dummy atom” in a “globbic” approximation). They are completely 
uncorrelated, the only criterion being that moving a given atom in a given direction is improving 
the χ2-fit of the so-generated new structure. This may lead to situations where the effect (on the 
back-calculated scattering curve) of moving an atom A into one direction may be compensated 
by moving another atom B into another direction. Considering the degrees of freedom of atoms 
in a typical protein it is clear that this procedure cannot converge towards a unique structure in 
the general case without additional restraints on the atomic positions. Whether the restraints 
usually present in a protein structure (backbone bonds, steric and NOE restraints etc.) are 
sufficient or not to warrant the use of Eq. 1.1 for accurate structural refinement and to retrieve a 
unique structural solution is not discussed in the paper. 
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In another approach, Mareuil et al. (2007) propose a genetic algorithm to modify the structures of 
25 “parents” (homology models or crystal structures) of γS cristallin or the S1KH bi-domain of 
NusA by changes in one or three backbone (ψ,φ)-angles that generate 125 “children”. The 
population of children is varied by an exchange of backbone fragments. This procedure is 
repeated several times. 25 children are finally selected based on a fitness function, χ2 (SAXS) + 
wχ2 (RDCs), as well as RMSDs between families of structures (w is a weighing factor).  
The genetic algorithm allows for intra-domain refinement and improves both the fitness and the 
RMSDs of the refined models. However, several questions pertaining to the efficiency and 
accuracy of the protocol remain open, as partly mentioned by the authors: 1) how is the 
respective weight of SAXS and RDC fitness and the overall weight of fitness with respect to the 
RMSDs to be distributed? (e.g. in the case of a cluster of refined structures having better fitness 
but a larger RMSDs than another), 2) how efficient is the protocol for severed domains (no 
connecting linker), 3) the authors were not able to distinguish between structures with different 
orientations, 4) neither the fitness nor the RMSDs of the target structures were obtained, 
suggesting that multiple minima exist and 5) how is an exhaustive conformational sampling 
achieved? 
While point 3) is an inherent problem when incomplete RDC data are used and different domain 
orientations cannot be distinguished (see also next section), the other points indicate 
shortcomings of the protocol in its present state. In particular, the problem of multiple minima 
and the non-exhaustive conformational sampling remain to be addressed in a satisfactory 
manner. 
 
1.5 A “generalized Guinier approximation” for rigid-body modeling using SAS and 
NMR RDC restraints (Gabel et al. 2006; Gabel et al. 2008)       
Both the traditional approaches of rigid-body modeling using SAS data alone (or scoring of 
structures refined by other methods) as well as the two protocols presented in section 1.4 have a 
number of shortcomings that are unsatisfactory from the viewpoint of uniqueness, accuracy and 
exhaustive sampling of the structural models. In other words: 1) how can one be sure that a 
refined structure is the correct (accurate) one and not in a side-minimum of the target function? 
2) Does an ensemble (a family) of structures exist that complies with all restraints and how 
can it be represented? 3) Another (more technical) problem is the χ2-fit of the overall scattering 
curve: a back-calculated SAS curve can in general lie above or below the experimental data and 
equally well (mis)match the experimental data. 
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In order to address these shortcomings I have developed a protocol that refines a rigid-body 
system (of two bodies) simultaneously against rotational (NMR RDCs) and translational (SAS) 
restraints. Its particularity with respect to the approaches in the previous sections is that it is not 
a “bottom-up” (i.e. scoring a given conformation/structure against the overall SAS curve) but a 
“top-down” approach (i.e. refining at lowest resolution first by matching the radius of gyration, 
and then progressively refining against information from higher Q-values). One of its 
fundamental advantages is that it generates and visualizes an exhaustive family of structures 
that comply with both SAS and NMR restraints simultaneously. 
The basic idea is to use a refinement of the positions of two rigid bodies (of known respective 
orientation from NMR RDC data) against an experimental SAS curve, going progressively from 
smaller angles to larger ones in an approach that could be baptized a “generalized Guinier 
approximation”: in a first step, the parallel axes theorem (e.g. Goldstein 1977) is exploited to 
position the two bodies at a distance R1+R2 (independent of the respective orientations, Fig. 1.4, 
right) that is related to the experimental radius of gyration of the complex, Rg, and the radii of 
gyration of the two bodies (Rg,1 and Rg,2). This approach has been exploited, e.g., in the 
“triangulation” of the ribosome (Engelman and Moore 1972; Hoppe et al. 1975; Capel et al. 1987) 
or the RNA-polymerase (Stöckel et al. 1979). It can be expressed as follows:  
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wi are the relative scattering “masses” of both bodies of scattering contrast ∆ρi and solvent-
excluded volumes Vi. 
In the following steps of the protocol, both bodies (with fixed relative orientations) are shifted on 
the surface of a great circle (with diameter R1+R2) until their positions are in agreement with the 
experimental SAS data in an intermediate angular range beyond the Guinier range (Fig. 1.4 right). 
 
1.5.1 A generalized Guinier approximation 
The mathematical starting point of the approach is the expansion of the scattering intensity into a 
Taylor series using Debye’s equation (Debye 1915): 
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The ri are the (Cartesian) coordinates of the individual scattering centers (atoms or nuclei) and rij 
= |ri- ri| the distance between two of them (Fig. 1.4, right). The fi are the scattering lengths of the 
scattering centers in appropriate units. In a first approximation (for Q-values not too far beyond 
the Guinier range and for chemically not too heterogeneous bodies) they can be assumed as 
identical and constant, fi=fj=const. Out of mathematical convenience, the origin of the Cartesian 
coordinate frame can be chosen as the center of mass of both bodies (or, more accurately, the 
center of scattering length density). The coefficients of the Taylor series, ∑∑=
i j
ijrA
2
: , 
∑∑=
i j
ijrB
4
:  etc, can be obtained by a (truncated) polynomial fit of the normalized 
experimental scattering data in a Q-range that exceeds the Guinier zone by a factor of 2-3 (Fig. 
1.4, left): 
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The fact that a limited Q-range is sufficient for structural refinement is an important advantage 
of the approach with respect to the previous ones that require experimental data from an 
extended Q-range for the χ2-fit. 
 
Figure 1.4: Left: illustration of a fit of experimental data with a truncated Taylor expansion (Eq. 1.3’) up to the order of 
Q2, Q4, Q6 and Q8, respectively. Right: influence of the fit parameters Aexp, Bexp, and Cexp on the positions of the centers of 
mass in a two rigid-body system with fixed relative orientations.  
 
The first term of the expansion is nothing else but the Guinier approximation (Guinier 1939) with 
Aexp=2Rg2 and defines the distance between the centers (of scattering length density) of both 
bodies accurately, independently of their respective orientation (parallel axes theorem). In a 
coordinate frame where the centers of both bodies are expressed in polar coordinates, 0≤θ≤π and 
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0≤Φ<2π (Fig. 1.4, right), the coefficients Bexp, Cexp etc. generate geometric restraints (target values) 
for the domain centers on the sphere via  
B=Bexp and C=Cexp                                                                                                                                (Eq. 1.4) 
N.B.: B and C depend on the geometry (anisotropy), distance, and respective orientation of both 
bodies. They can be calculated explicitly for any given conformation from the atomic coordinates 
which yields rather lengthy expressions (see appendix 2). All restraints can be combined into the 
following target function that describes the deviations of a given conformation (described by A, 
B, C) with respect to the target conformation (Aexp, Bexp, Cexp) determined from the experimental 
SAS curve (the λi are weighing factors): 
2
exp
2
exp
2
exp21 50401206
),,( CCBBAARR cba −+−+−=+Ψ λλλφθ                                         (Eq. 1.5) 
 
1.5.2 A family of structures in agreement with the SAS curve 
As mentioned above, Eqs. 1.4 can be written down in terms of the atomic coordinates of both 
bodies, which yields rather lengthy expressions (appendix 2). Importantly however, their 
solutions can be expressed (for a given domain geometry and distance) in terms of the polar 
coordinates θ and Φ of the domain centers only, e.g. B = Bconst + B(θ,Φ). They represent one or 
more one-dimensional subspaces in the (θ,Φ)-plane defined by the condition A = Aexp (i.e. great 
circles on the sphere with diameter R1+R2). In other words, the degrees of translational freedom 
of both bodies (at a given orientation) are confined to one-dimensional lines on the surface of 
a sphere determined by their inter-domain distance (Fig. 1.5). 
If a solution to the scattering problem exists, Eqs. 1.4 define two lines that intersect at one or 
more discrete points (or entire lines) in the (θ,Φ)-plane (Fig. 1.5) that define uniquely the 
structures that are in agreement with the SAS curve up to order of Q6. If the solutions of Eqs. 1.4 
consist in one or more discrete points (non-degenerative case), they represent the only possible 
structures and scattering data at higher angles contain only redundant information. In the case 
of solutions consisting in a single one-dimensional line (degenerative case, e.g. for certain 
rotational symmetries in the bodies), they represent a family of structures that are all in 
agreement with the scattering curve). 
In the ideal case (accurate and precise extraction of Aexp, Bexp and Cexp) the “top-down” approach 
therefore fulfils all requirements mentioned at the beginning of this section (uniqueness, 
accuracy and complete conformational sampling) and identifies exhaustively all possible 
structural solutions (including side-minima). It therefore remedies a fundamental shortcoming 
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of traditional rigid-body refinement where only one structure is produced and identified as “the” 
solution to the problem.  
 
Figure 1.5: Equipotential lines B=Bexp (continuous) and C=Cexp (dashed) for the Barnase-Barstar two-body system (from 
Gabel et al. 2006). All possible positions of the body centers (for a given, fixed relative orientation) are defined (in the 
ideal case) by the intersection(s) of these lines in the (θ,Φ)-plane. In practice, acceptable structures are found in the 
vicinity of both lines. (The filled black circles are successive steps in the refinement process of a domain center from 
two different starting points). 
 
Another advantage of the protocol is that it can be used to quantify the uniqueness and 
variability of a structural model a posteriori to its determination by indicating the remaining 
translational degrees of freedom of the bodies that will not (or only slightly) alter its match with 
the experimental SAS curve. These degrees of freedom are defined by vectors that point along 
the directions defined by the B=Bexp line in (θ,Φ)-space, orthogonally to the inter-body distance 
vector.  
 
1.5.3 Efficiency of the protocol as a function of domain anisotropy and distance 
A corollary of the expressions derived for the B and C terms (see appendix 2) is the possibility to 
quantify the refinement capacity and efficiency of the protocol as a function of domain 
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anisotropy and distance. In the simplest case of both rigid bodies having spherical symmetry, 
one retrieves the fundamental result that B and C terms no longer depend on θ or Φ and a 
refinement beyond fixing the inter-domain distance is not possible. A more elaborate result is 
that the B=Bexp and C=Cexp conditions are the more distinct the larger the expressions rij/(R1+R2) 
and the larger the coefficients jC though sC (appendix 2): in other words, the more anisotropic the 
domains and the more extended they are with respect to their mutual distance, the better the 
efficiency of the protocol to determine unique structural solutions. These considerations can be 
elaborated further (see “Perspectives” section). 
 
1.5.4 Uniqueness and accuracy in the “real” case 
In the practical case a number of error sources are present: i) experimental SAS errors, ii) 
approximate extraction of Aexp, Bexp and Cexp due to the truncated polynomial fit, iii) presence of a 
hydration shell, iv) experimental RDC errors. Most of them are discussed in detail in Gabel et al. 
(2006). They are summarized briefly here:  
i) Experimental SAS errors will limit the accuracy of the extracted Aexp, Bexp and Cexp. In 
practice, the solutions of Eqs. 1.4 are hard to distinguish and impose similar geometric 
restraints on the domain positions (Fig. 1.5). Therefore, even in the non-degenerative case, 
the structural solutions will generally consist in a family of structures aligned in the 
vicinity of the one-dimensional great circle B=Bexp. Their spread can be reduced by scoring 
them against the entire SAS curve or against complementary structural information from 
NMR, e.g. PREs (Battiste and Wagner 2000). Usually this scoring will select a number of 
structures stretched out along a finite stripe close to the crossing point defined by Bexp=B 
and Cexp=C (Fig. 1.6). In the examples studied so far (Gabel et al. 2006; Gabel et al. 2008) the 
D-term yielded no improvement on the refined structures. It rather represents a potential 
source of systematic errors if not determined accurately. 
ii) A truncated Taylor series introduces systematic errors in the extracted Aexp, Bexp and Cexp 
values. While a working procedure has been explained in Gabel et al. (2006) to extract 
them in an efficient way (first Aexp in the Guinier range, and then progressing to higher 
angles), several questions pertaining to their independence and potential effects of 
systematic errors remain open. They are discussed in the “Perspectives” section of the 
thesis. 
iii) The presence of a hydration shell of different density than the bulk solvent (Svergun et 
al. 1998) is not taken into account in the present form of the protocol and can lead to 
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systematic errors in the comparison between experimental and back-calculated target 
values. Strategies to solve this problem are discussed in detail in the “Perspectives” 
section. 
 
                   Figure 1.6: Family of structures refined against Aexp, Bexp and Cexp, with additional scoring against the complete  
                       SAS curve. Only the centers of mass of the second domain are shown (TAP protein from Gabel et al. 2008). The  
                       small red sphere denotes the position of the domain center of the target structure from crystallography. All  
                       structures represented are indistinguishable in terms of a χ2-fit against the entire SAXS curve (with errors). 
 
 
iv) Experimental RDC errors and the subsequent errors in the domain orientations are 
discussed extensively in Gabel et al. (2006 and 2008). In summary, if the domain 
orientations are not uniquely determined, e.g. for a single RDC set from a single 
alignment medium (Bax 2003), the accurate structural solution cannot be found and “false 
positives” can, in general, yield an equally good match of the experimental data as the 
“correct” structure. It is therefore imperative for the accurate functioning of the protocol 
that the correct domain orientations be known (e.g. by using several alignment media). 
However, once the correct orientation is known, the protocol is stable against 
uncertainties of the domain orientations of up to about 5 degrees in the cases studies.     
 
1.5.5 Incorporation into ARIA-CNS (Gabel et al. 2008) 
The fundamental ideas developed in the preceding sub-sections have been incorporated into the 
program suite ARIA-CNS that is broadly used for structural refinement of biomacromolecules in 
NMR and crystallography (Brünger et al. 1998). It was applied and tested on a single simulated 
RDC dataset and SAS curve from the 31 kDa nuclear export factor TAP (Liker et al. 2000). Several 
of the above-mentioned sources of errors were tested: i) Aexp, Bexp and Cexp were endowed with 
90° 
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error marges of 3, 5 and 5%, respectively, ii) number and noise of active RDCs, iii) efficiency of 
the protocol with only RDC (or only SAS) restraints. 
The technical details of the program are not explained here, they can be found in Gabel et al. 
(2008). We limit our discussion to the major results: 
- The fourfold rotational degeneracy introduced by a single RDC dataset can be (partially) 
lifted when the SAS restraints are activated 
- When A+B+C terms are active, the possible structures (with correct orientation) are lined up 
in a stripe in space defined by the conditions A=Aexp, B=Bexp and C=Cexp 
- A further χ2-scoring against the overall SAS curve reduced this family of structures to a stripe 
in space of finite length (Figur 1.6) 
As shown in the publication, the strengths of the protocol are in particular  
i) the economic computational time 
ii) the choice of activating SAS restraints on different levels (e.g. only Aexp, Aexp+Bexp etc.) and 
iii)  a limited angular range (maximum of about two to three times the Guinier range) is 
sufficient to determine the structural solutions  
Points ii) and iii) are particularly advantageous in practical situations when no (or only noisy) 
data are available at higher angles. Finally, the protocol was checked against another rigid-body 
refinement program (“SASREF”; Petoukhov and Svergun 2005) which could not provide a better 
refinement within the SAS errors in the study. Limitations of the protocol as well as strategies for 
improvement are discussed in detail in the “Perspectives” section. 
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2. Combination of small angle neutron and X-ray scattering for the 
structural study of unfolded proteins 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Both small angle neutron and X-ray scattering have been used extensively for several decades to 
study the structural properties of polymers in soft condensed matter (e.g. Schurtenberger 2002 
and references therein). They are particularly suited to provide information on several 
lengthscales (going from radii of gyration over persistence lengths to cross-sectional analysis). 
An extensive review and discussion of the results is beyond the scope of this thesis. Structural 
properties of unfolded proteins have also been studied by SAXS and SANS (Kirste et al. 1969; 
Calmettes et al. 1994; Petrescu et al. 1997; Petrescu et al. 1998; Pérez et al. 2001; Doniach 2001; 
Millett et al. 2002; Kohn et al. 2004), in part by using the concepts developed in the polymer 
sciences. Two very interesting and promising recent topics are the presence of residual native 
structures (Shortle and Ackerman 2001; Plaxco and Gross 2001; Mittag and Forman-Kay 2007) 
and the description of the unfolded state in terms of explicit conformational ensembles 
(Bernadό et al. 2005; Bernadό et al. 2007). Both findings were stimulated by complementary 
information from NMR (in particular RDCs), a fruitful combination with very high potential for 
future studies of unfolded proteins (Putnam et al. 2007; Jensen et al. 2009). 
It has been recognized that the study of polymer structure can benefit from contrast variation 
and specific deuterium labeling using SANS, in particular regarding the cross-sectional analysis 
(Rawiso et al. 1987; Schurtenberger 2002). It would be desirable to systematically combine SAXS 
and SANS in a similar way to study structural properties of unfolded proteins. Particular 
questions that can be specifically (and sometimes uniquely) addressed by this combination 
include the following: i) how are the interactions of protein and solute organized in solution?, ii) 
solvent properties in the vicinity of the unfolded protein in contrast to the folded protein, iii) 
properties of side-chain flexibility and its effect on the scattering curve at higher angles, iv) 
deviations from the random-coil model, e.g. excluded volume effects.  
In contrast to polymers, such a combined SAXS/SANS data analysis on biological systems is 
difficult in many cases due to their fragility: both experiments ideally have to be done on the 
same sample within a minimum time delay. However, it is particularly promising in places 
where this combined use is recognized and promoted (e.g. through a joint SAXS/SANS proposal 
system set up recently between ILL and ESRF in Grenoble, France). The following section 
describes the benefits of such a combined SAXS/SANS analysis to study the denaturing effects of 
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urea on ubiquitin in a model-free way. Future prospects of this work are presented in the 
“Perspectives”.  
 
2.2 Urea-denaturation of ubiquitin, a recent example illustrating the benefit of combined 
SAXS/SANS data analysis for unfolded proteins (Gabel et al. 2009) 
Despite the abundance of biophysical and biochemical data from unfolded proteins in the 
presence of denaturant, the molecular origin of solvent-induced protein denaturation remains 
unclear. Two models have emerged to explain the unfolding effect of urea: the first invokes the 
disruptive effects on water structure, so that urea acts as a better solvent for hydrophobic groups 
which are mostly buried in water-solvated proteins (Tanford 1964). Another model proposes that 
urea binds directly to multiple sites on the protein backbone, thereby destabilizing the native 
fold relative to the unfolded state (Schellman 1958).  
 
Fig. 2.1: Scattering contrast for ubiquitin, water and urea molecules for neutrons in 8M urea/(D2O and H2O) and for X-
rays in 8M urea (identical values in H2O and D2O). Opposite signs in contrast of two components associated in 
solution induce an apparent diminution of the molecular weight while identical signs lead to an increase. 
 
In order to probe the denaturing effect of urea on a protein we conducted a combined 
SANS/SAXS analysis on ubiquitin (MW=8.6 kDa) in 8M urea solution (in H2O and D2O at pH 2.5 
and 6.5). The fact that ubiquitin, urea, H2O and D2O molecules have different, specific scattering 
length densities for neutrons and X-rays (Fig. 2.1) was exploited and the interaction between urea 
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and ubiquitin was probed via the scattered intensity in the forward direction, I(0). In the context 
of the invariant particle hypothesis (e.g. Tardieu et al. 1981) it is proportional to the square of the 
integrated sum of the scattering length densities of the particle components times the number of 
particles, N: 
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(ρi, ρS: scattering length densities of the particle components and of the solvent, respectively; Vi: 
solvent-excluded volume of the particle components). 
A comparison of the overall scattering curves from ubiquitin in H2O and D2O urea solutions by 
SANS (D22, ILL, Grenoble) and SAXS (ID02, ESRF, Grenoble) revealed that at pH 6.5 the 
experimental data match the one predicted for folded ubiquitin over the entire Q-range, 
indicating that the protein is in its native conformation even when dissolved in high 
concentrations of denaturant. Lowering the pH to 2.5 resulted in a change in overall shape of the 
scattering curve along with a significant increase of the radius of gyration, suggesting that under 
these conditions the protein unfolds into a disordered conformation (Fig. 2.2). 
  
Fig. 2.2: SAXS (left) and SANS (right) curves of ubiquitin in urea at various solvent conditions. 
 
A remarkable feature, observed by both SAXS and SANS is the change in I(0) due to lowering the 
pH: an increase is observed by SAXS upon denaturation, while SANS in D2O shows a significant 
decrease. The situation for SANS in H2O is ambiguous due to large errors (Fig. 2.2). Both the 
extent and the sign of the intensity change can be explained quantitatively by assuming that a 
certain number ∆Nurea of urea molecules are recruited by each ubiquitin molecule upon 
unfolding: 
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The indices “prot”, “urea” and “S” refer to ubiquitin molecules, urea molecules and the bulk 
solvent (8M urea/water mixtures), respectively. NureapH6.5 is the number of urea molecules that are 
potentially already bound at pH 6.5. F is a number that depends on the contrast of urea and 
ubiquitin in the respective experimental conditions (F=163, 82, -304 for SAXS, SANS in 8M 
urea/H2O and 8M urea/D2O, respectively). The I(0) intensities were extracted by the Guinier 
approximation (Guinier 1939) for the folded samples (pH 6.5) and by the Debye function (Debye 
1947) for the unfolded samples (pH 2.5).  
Eq. 2.2 yields three independent equations for SAXS, SANS in 8M urea/H2O and SANS in 8M 
urea/D2O. It can be solved graphically (Fig. 2.3) and yields as a result that about ∆Nurea=20 urea 
molecules are being recruited per ubiquitin molecule upon unfolding. The results are not very 
sensitive to the number of urea molecules already bound at pH 6.5. However, an absolute 
measurement of the molecular weight using water as a calibration of the SANS data (Jacrot and 
Zaccai 1981) suggested that not more than about 10 urea molecules are bound in the native state. 
 
Fig. 2.3: Number of urea molecules recruited by ubiquitin upon unfolding is reported as a function of the number of 
urea molecules potentially already bound at pH 6.5. Thick lines are obtained from the average values of the I(0). The 
thinner, broken lines are the extreme values using the maximum errors from the intensities. For SANS-H2O, only the 
maximum values are shown. 
 
The results rely strongly on the complementarity of neutrons and X-rays and could not have 
been unambiguously obtained by either technique alone. For example, the SAXS data alone 
could have been interpreted in terms of a hydration shell of different density than the bulk 
solvent (Svergun et al. 1998) that increases its volume upon unfolding (by about a factor of 3 for a 
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3Å thick shell). However, this interpretation is inconsistent with the SANS results. The combined 
data analysis rather suggested that the hydration shell of unfolded ubiquitin does not have the 
same thickness as the one of the folded protein and/or that it must have a different density. 
In conclusion, the complementary scattering properties of H2O, D2O, ubiquitin and urea for 
SANS and SAXS permitted a quantitative and model-free analysis of the interaction of urea with 
the protein ubiquitin under denaturing conditions. The results contribute to a more detailed 
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of protein denaturation, by supporting the model of 
direct binding of urea to the protein. 
 
2.3 Urea-denaturation of ubiquitin: structural interpretation beyond the interaction 
analysis 
The model-free analysis of the previous section describes the interaction between urea and 
ubiquitin molecules from the intensities scattered at zero angle, I(0). It is clear that the scattering 
curves at higher angles contain additional, complementary structural information, in particular 
on the unfolded state. E.g., a Kratky representation (Fig. 2.4) of the SAXS data suggested that the 
unfolded state cannot be adequately described by a random-walk model but that excluded 
volume effects etc. need to be taken into account for an accurate interpretation. Further points 
like cross-sectional analysis should confirm and complement the findings of the I(0) analysis. 
These and other points are discussed in the “Perspectives” section.  
 
Fig. 2.4: Kratky-plot of the SAXS data in urea/H2O (from Gabel et al. 2009). The data at pH 6.5 show the typical profile 
of a compact particle in solution, the pH 2.5 data are representative for an unfolded protein. However, the latter can 
not be explained by a simple random-walk model (Gaussian chain) since a clear plateau is missing in the plot. 
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3. Biomacromolecular and solvent dynamics by elastic neutron 
spectroscopy: the advantages of combined data analysis from several 
instruments and analogies to small angle scattering 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Neutron spectroscopy (NS) has been employed widely over the last 30 years to study the 
molecular dynamics of biomacromolecules, either in amorphous powder (dry or hydrated) or in 
solution state. Pioneering work includes studies on the vibrational spectra of hexokinase (Jacrot 
et al. 1982) and lysozyme (Middendorf et al. 1984) the quasielastic spectrum of phycocyanin 
(Bellissent-Funel et al. 1989) and the discovery of the dynamical transition involving all atoms in 
myoglobin by elastic spectroscopy (Doster et al. 1989). A review of work up to the year 2000 has 
been published by Gabel et al. (2002). 
Systems studied include a variety of soluble native and denatured (Receveur et al. 1997; Paciaroni 
et al. 1999; Pérez et al. 1999; Fitter 1999; Bu et al. 2001; Wood et al. 2008a) and membrane proteins 
(Ferrand et al. 1993; Fitter et al. 1996) in vitro as well as macromolecules in vivo (Tehei et al. 2004; 
Jasnin et al. 2008a). Various sample conditions have been exploited, including hydration degree 
(Diehl et al. 1997; Lehnert et al. 1998; Pérez et al. 1999 ; Stadler et al. 2009) and type of solvent 
(Cordone et al. 1999; Réat et al. 2000; Tsai et al. 2000; Tehei et al. 2001; Paciaroni et al. 2002; Gabel et 
al. 2004). The dynamic properties of aqueous solvent were equally studied as a function of 
temperature (Teixeira et al. 1985), the presence of ions (Bellissent-Funel et al. 1984; Salmon 1987) 
or other solutes (Russo et al. 2004; Magazù et al. 2004), both in the vicinity of biomacromolecules 
(Randall et al. 1978; Bellissent-Funel et al. 1996; Settles and Doster 1996; Bon et al. 2002; Wood et al. 
2008a) as well as in entire biological cells (Trantham et al. 1984; Ford et al. 2004; Tehei et al. 2007; 
Jasnin et al. 2008b; Stadler et al. 2008). A recent review of water dynamics in several biological 
systems is given by Frölich et al. (2009). 
In contrast to SANS (only momentum exchange), NS measures both momentum and energy 
exchange between neutrons and a sample as a function of Q. While coherent scattering is 
analyzed in crystals (Niimura 1999) and SANS, disordered biological samples (amorphous 
powders or solutions) scatter thermal neutrons (~Å) mainly incoherently. It can be described in 
terms of a space-time Fourier transform of the atomic auto-correlation (or “self-diffusion 
distribution”) function (van Hove 1954; Vineyard 1958; Rahman et al. 1962). In general, the 
proton incoherent scattering cross section dominates the (coherent and incoherent) ones of most 
other atoms (including deuterium) by more than an order of magnitude (Köster et al. 1991). Thus 
thermal neutrons are an ideal probe for the study of proton “single particle” dynamics in 
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(disordered) biological samples. In a manner of speaking, the (sometimes disturbing) incoherent 
background signal in a SANS experiment is the signal containing information in an NS 
experiment and is analyzed as a function of energy exchange and Q. 
The timescales (pico- to nanoseconds) and lengthscales (~Å) probed by NS are similar to those 
accessible by NMR relaxation (Palmer 2001; Brüschweiler 2003) and molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations. They can be straightforwardly compared to the latter (Smith 1991). Since scattering 
from a disordered biological sample is dominated by the incoherent cross section of hydrogens, 
adapted labeling schemes (exchanging hydrogen against deuterium, so-called “inverse” labeling 
in contrast to NMR) have been used to focus specifically on the hydrogenated parts of a sample, 
e.g. specific amino acids in proteins (Réat et al. 1998; Wood et al. 2008b).   
 
3.2 Elastic vs. inelastic spectroscopy 
Three major types of experiments can be distinguished conceptually in neutron spectroscopy: 
inelastic (INS), quasielastic (QENS) and elastic neutron scattering (ENS) (Fig. 3.1). In INS, 
vibrational atomic motions exchanging a discrete amount of energy with the neutrons are probed 
while QENS measures continuous exchanges of energy close to zero energy transfer that are 
associated with, e.g., diffusive motions or overdamped vibrations (often symmetrically 
distributed around ω=0). ENS, finally, measures the elastically scattered neutrons (within the 
instrumental energy resolution). It can contain both contributions from (truly elastic) as well as 
quasielastic processes.  
 
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a neutron spectrum from a disordered biological sample at a given Q-value. 
The elastic, quasielastic and inelastic parts of the theoretical scattering law S(Q,ω) are in gray, a finite energy resolution 
R(ω) is reflected by a broadening of the lines (in red). 
ħω 
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Inelastic spectrum 
Quasielastic spectrum 
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While all three types of experiments are complementary, they usually employ different 
parameters to interpret molecular dynamic processes and a direct comparison of, e.g., QENS and 
ENS data of the same system is not always straightforward (Gabel et al. 2002). Particularly 
frustrating is the comparison and interpretation of ENS data from different instruments 
(energy resolution, Q-range), even of the same biological system. For example, atomic mean 
square displacements (MSDs) or force constants (Zaccai 2000) at higher temperatures (> 200 K; 
when quasielastic contributions are present) cannot be compared when extracted in different Q-
ranges and/or at different instrumental energy resolutions (Gabel 2005; Gabel and Bellissent-
Funel 2007). 
While ENS data usually contain less information than QENS data, the former are often preferred 
to the latter for practical reasons when instrumental flux is low and/or if the sample is weakly 
scattering. In addition, data analysis in terms of MSDs is technically easier and model-free. 
However, this approach poses the problem (even more than in QENS) of attributing and 
interpreting the measured MSDs from a complex sample (e.g. protein in solution, entire 
biological cells) as a contribution from the component of interest (e.g. intracellular proteins). In 
addition it requires that the user be certain that contributions from undesired components (e.g. 
hydration water; see section 3.5) may be neglected. 
The difficulties in comparing ENS with QENS data and ENS data from different instruments as 
well as the problems of assigning MSDs from ENS to specific components in a complex system 
have motivated the proposal of a convolution formalism for the interpretation of ENS data 
(Gabel 2005; Gabel and Bellissent-Funel 2007). The purpose of the following sections is to 
elucidate this approach in more detail. Its limitations and possible future developments are 
discussed in the “Perspectives” section at the end of the thesis. 
 
3.3 Interpretation of ENS data in terms of convoluted scattering laws 
The approach of measuring only neutrons scattered elastically and interpreting the signal in 
terms of a convolution product of the theoretical scattering law with the instrumental energy 
resolution function R(ω), evaluated at ω=0 (Eq. 3.1) has been used as an economic, time-saving 
approach since the 1970s in the case of small chemical molecules. A pioneering example of this 
approach (also termed “fixed window spectroscopy” or “elastic scan” in the case of zero-energy 
transfer) is the study of methyl group rotations in tetramethyl-ammonium-manganese chloride 
N(CH3)4MnCl3 (TMMC) as a function of temperature and Q (reviewed in Springer 1977). 
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While being a well-known phenomenon in QENS (Lechner 2001 and references therein) the 
convolution formalism had been hardly used by the biological community until the late 1990s. It 
has regained considerable interest over the last 10 years, both from a theoretical point of view 
(Kneller and Calandrini 2007; Zorn 2009) and a practical one, e.g. for explaining instrument-
resolution effects on the protein dynamical transition (Daniel et al. 1999; Hayward and Smith 
2002; Becker and Smith 2003; Becker et al. 2004). It is particularly important and useful when 
different types of motion (diffusive, vibrational), possibly from different components in the 
sample (macromolecules, water), are present (Gabel 2005): in these cases, it is possible by using 
this approach to focus on, e.g., macromolecular motions and minimize the “contamination” of the 
elastic signal from the surrounding hydration water or solvent, even in H2O. 
 
3.4 Elastic intensity vs. Elastic Incoherent Structure Factor 
The measured elastic intensity (EI) (Eq. 3.1) needs to be distinguished conceptually from the 
elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF) (Fig. 3.1). Speaking in a general manner, for finite energy 
resolutions the EI may contain a “contamination” from QENS intensity scattered closely around 
ω=0. For example, a simple composite scattering law  
),()()(),( 10 ωωδω QAQAQS theo +=                                                                                               (Eq. 3.2)  
(with EISF=A0) yields after convolution with the instrumental energy resolution R(ω): 
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and therefore the elastic intensity 
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The EI and EISF can in principle only be de-convoluted strictly with the help of a quasielastic 
scan (Bée 1988). If both the instrumental energy resolution and the quasielastic scattering law are 
described by Lorentzian functions with half widths at half maximum (HWHM) Г and ГLor, 
respectively, Eq. 3.4 can be calculated analytically: 
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For Q-values where Г << ГLor, the EI is dominated by truly elastically scattered neutrons. The EISF 
can then be obtained either by integrating the elastic peak in a quasielastic scan or by 
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normalizing the EI to a very low temperature (where no quasielastic contributions are present 
and A0 is a constant as a function of Q, i.e. the atoms are immobile). 
 
3.5 The choice of instrumental energy resolution and Q-range in ENS and the possibility 
to focus on biomacromolecular dynamics in H2O solutions (Gabel 2005) 
In the case of complex biological samples (proteins in hydrated powder, solution or embedded in 
membranes, entire biological cells) one is often confronted with the problem of accurately 
interpreting and attributing the origin of the (incoherent) elastic signal as a function of Q and 
temperature. A major problem is the de-convolution of the signal stemming from protons in 
the biomacromolecules from those in the aqueous environment. Usually D2O was the solvent 
of choice to minimize incoherent signal from water in order to focus on biomacromolecular 
dynamics, rather than the more “natural” solvent H2O. Another problem is the interpretation of 
the elastic intensity in terms of intramolecular dynamics (e.g. atomic MSDs) of 
biomacromolecules in solution since these motions are convoluted by the global (translational 
and rotational) macromolecular motions.  
In order to address these issues quantitatively, I have applied the convolution formalism (Eq. 3.1) 
to several “model” scattering laws, representing proteins in D2O and H2O solutions (Gabel 2005). 
In these (simplified) scattering laws, the intramolecular mean square displacements <u2> of the 
proteins are described by the Gaussian approximation, )(
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while their global motions are described by translational diffusion with diffusion coefficient D1. 
The water solvent motions are described by translational diffusion (diffusion coefficient D2): 
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B(Q,ω) is the inelastic background and p1 and p2 stand for the proton populations in the proteins 
and the H2O solvent, respectively. Using Eq. 3.1 with a Lorentzian resolution function, 
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The factors yi are very useful parameters to evaluate the contributions of the global 
macromolecular and solvent diffusive motions to the EI as a function of Q. If they are in the 
range 0.1Å2 < y < 10Å2 (instrument energy resolution of the order of the quasielastic broadening 
at Q = 1Å-1), the elastic intensity will be sensitive to them, i.e. it will vary as a function of Q. If y < 
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0.01Å2 or y > 100Å2, the instrument will not be able to detect the diffusive motions: in the first 
case, the atoms will appear to stand still, and in the latter, the scattered signal will appear as a 
flat background. 
Figure 3.2 shows the logarithms of the measured normalized EI for the model system ‘‘proteins 
in H2O’’ (Eq. 3.6). The model parameters are <u2>=0.5 Å2, p1=0.15, p2=0.85, D1=5·10-11, 5·10-12 and 
5·10-13 m2 s-1, D2=2.5·10-9 m2 s-1 and Г=0.5, 5 and 50 μeV. The curves are grouped according to their 
y2-value: 3.3Å2 (crosses), 33Å2 (plusses) and 330Å2 (dashes). Each group is subdivided into three 
branches, representing different y1-values (cf. Table 3.1), in increasing order from top to bottom 
in each group. The single uppermost straight thick line represents the pure intramolecular 
motions <u2>=0.5 Å2 without diffusive contributions (y1=y2=0, p2=0). The thick lines represent 
linear fits in the range 2 Å-2 < Q2 < 4 Å-2 to extract MSDs. 
 
Table 3.1 : Extracted intramolecular MSDs for the model system « proteins in H2O solution », Eq. 3.6, for different 
values y1 (proteins) and y2 (water), see text. The fat entry defines the best experimental conditions to focus on 
intramolecular dynamics. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Logarithms of the measured normalized EI for the model system ‘‘proteins in H2O’’ (Eq. 3.6). The isolated 
thick line in the top is the elastic signal of a pure Gaussian scattering law. 
 
The thick straight lines in Fig. 3.2 illustrate the deviations between the elastic signal of a pure 
Gaussian law for protein intramolecular motions, and the same law in the presence of 
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translational diffusive motions, both from the protein and the surrounding solvent. The 
differences are two-fold and both depend on p1, p2, and y1 and y2: 
1) the slope of the linear fit (= measured MSDs) 
2) the absolute intensities 
A major quantitative result of this work are the optimal experimental conditions (energy 
resolution and Q-range) to focus on intramolecular motions of biomacromolecules in solution: 
y1=0.0066Å2 and y2=33Å2, corresponding to a protein diffusion coefficient D1=5·10-13 m2 s-1 and a 
water diffusion coefficient D2=2.5·10-9 m2 s-1, respectively, on an instrument with an energy 
resolution half width at half maximum (HWHM) of 5 μeV yield the best results (fat entry in 
Table 3.1). However, even in that case, and for the favorable Q-range 2 < Q2[Å-2] < 4, there is a 
residual “contamination” from the diffusive motions which overestimates the “real” 
intramolecular atomic motions by about 30 %. 
In conclusion, it is possible to choose the instrumental energy resolution and Q-range in a 
manner to reduce contributions from bulk solvent water (even H2O) to the elastically scattered 
signal and to focus on macromolecular dynamics. A typical instrument which is able to do this is 
the backscattering spectrometer IN13 at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), Grenoble. Its 
characteristics (HWHM of 4 μeV, Q-range up to 5 Å-1) make it perfectly suited to focus on protein 
dynamics, both in aqueous solution as well as in living biological cells, if the intracellular water 
dynamics in the latter are not slowed down too much with respect to free bulk water. 
More problematic is the de-convolution of protein intramolecular motions (e.g. MSDs) from 
their global diffusive motions (D1): they require that the parameter y1 be inferior to about 0.01. 
This is the case for a protein translational diffusion coefficient D1 < ~ 10-12 m2 s-1. This is, however, 
not obvious, in particular for small and medium-size (< 100 kDa) proteins in dilute solutions that 
have diffusion coefficients of ~10-10 m2 s-1 (Serdyuk et al. 2007). It is up to the user to make sure 
that the condition y1 < 0.01Å2 is fulfilled in the biological system studied when the variations of 
the EI are to be interpreted as intramolecular macromolecular motions. Working with large 
proteins (> 100 kDa), in crowded protein solutions, in D2O (increased viscosity) and/or in entire 
biological cells may help to reach that condition by slowing down protein global translational 
diffusion. 
The effect of protein global rotational motions and deviations from the Gaussian approximation 
of the intramolecular dynamics are discussed in Gabel (2005). They are not elaborated further 
here. 
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3.6 A combined ENS data analysis from two backscattering spectrometers with a tenfold 
difference in energy resolution: a study of D-CPC hydration water on IN13 and IN16 
(Gabel and Bellissent-Funel 2007) 
Apart from enabling to focus on specific types of motions in complex biological systems (see 
preceding section), the convolution formalism allows extraction of quasielastic parameters such 
as characteristic times, EISFs etc. and interconnects both types of experiments more intimately 
than a simple interpretation of MSDs from the Gaussian approximation. Moreover, MSDs 
depend in general (at higher temperatures where quasielastic contributions are present) on the 
instrumental energy resolution. 
In order to test and apply the convolution formalism, a lyophilized powder of deuterated C-
phycocyanin (CPC), hydrated in a D-trehalose-H2O mixture (130 mg dry protein, 55 mg dry 
trehalose, 76 mg H2O) was studied by elastic scans on the ILL backscattering instruments IN13 
and IN16 in the temperature range from 20 to 320 K. The aim of the project was to find a 
scattering law that describes the elastically scattered signal (dominated by the hydration water) 
simultaneously well on both instruments and to relate it to QENS data from literature. 
In a first attempt the data were fitted by the traditional Gaussian approximation in the Q-range 
0.9 < Q2[Å-2] < 3.3. The resulting apparent MSDs are plotted in Fig. 3.3.  
  
Figure 3.3: Left: Logarithm of the elastic intensity as a function of Q, normalized to the lowest temperature (20 K) at 
120, 250 and 320 K (from top to bottom). Open circles represent IN13 data, filled circles IN16 data. The lines represent 
fits to extract atomic MSDs by the Gaussian approximation. Right: Apparent atomic MSDs from D-CPC hydrated 
water. IN13 (open black circles) and IN16 (filled gray circles), respectively. 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn from Figure 3.3:   
- D-CPC hydration water scatters mainly vibrationally below 200 K 
- above about 220 K, the Gaussian approximation breaks down since the MSDs are different 
from both instruments 
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- the Guinier-plot contains more information than simply MSDs (slope in a given Q-range) 
In order to improve the unsatisfactory results from the Gaussian approximation, the data were 
fitted using the convolution formalism (Eq. 3.1). A theoretical scattering law Stheo(Q,ω), describing 
the hydration water dynamics, was sought from the elastic data from both instruments. An 
essentially important requirement was that a single scattering law fitted the datasets from both 
instruments simultaneously well at each temperature. The scattering law capable to fulfill these 
conditions was a combination of a population p of atoms diffusing in a sphere (simplified after 
Volino and Dianoux 1980) and a population 1-p diffusing translationally freely: 
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D is the translational diffusion coefficient, Г is the relaxation parameter describing the confined 
diffusion in a sphere of radius a, and j1 is the spherical Bessel function of 1st order. Convolution 
with the respective instrumental Lorentzian energy resolution ГLor yielded (after normalization): 
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Figure 3.4 shows the simultaneous fit (by only applying the respective instrumental ГLor) of Eq. 
3.8 to the IN13 and IN16 data at 320 K. The data are described in a more satisfactory way than 
with the Gaussian approximation: larger Q-ranges, differences in the absolute intensities are 
captured and exploited. 
 
Figure 3.4: Fit of IN13 (open circles) and IN16 (filled circles) data at 320 K using Eq. 3.7, convoluted with the respective 
instrumental energy resolution.  
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A fit using Eq. 3.8 was possible to all datasets above 240 K. The temperature dependence of the 
parameters extracted is shown in Fig. 3.5.  
 
 
Figure 3.5: a) Diffusion coefficient D, b) population p, c) sphere radius a, and d) relaxation parameter τ=1/Г as a 
function of temperature from IN13 (open circles) and IN16 (closed circles). Where only filled circles are shown, the fit 
parameters on IN13 and IN16 were identical. 
 
The results of the work are discussed in detail in Gabel and Bellissent-Funel (2007). They are 
briefly summarized here: 
- hydration water dynamics (diffusion coefficient) are slowed down by a factor of ~15 in the 
presence of a protein surface and trehalose with respect to bulk water at the same 
temperature 
- the convolution formalism (Eq. 3.1), applied to several instruments simultaneously is a very 
powerful and selective tool to determine a scattering law for the atomic motions in biological 
samples 
- the convolution formalism can be used to extract quasielastic parameters rapidly over a 
wide temperature range 
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3.7 Analogies and differences between the EISF and Small Angle Scattering 
In Gabel (2005) some mathematical analogies between the Gaussian approximation used in ENS 
and the Guinier approximation in SAS were pointed out and discussed. This analogy had been 
employed to interpret atomic MSDs extracted from ENS in different Q-ranges in terms of two 
different populations undergoing motions with different amplitudes (Réat et al. 1997). It allows, 
in principle, to interpret ENS data at higher Q-values in terms of mean square displacements of 
populations of atoms with small(er) amplitudes. While this analogy is very tempting, it needs to 
be applied with great care due to the following reasons: 
1) The formal analogy is strictly valid only between the EISF and the SAS data as a function 
of Q. It is therefore, in general, not applicable to the elastic intensity (EI) at higher 
temperatures (T>200K) that is contaminated by quasielastic contributions (see preceding 
sections). An accurate application of the analogy requires the demonstration that these 
contributions can be neglected at a given energy resolution and in a given Q-range. Under 
certain (very restrictive) experimental conditions (section 3.5) one can focus specifically on 
protein intramolecular motions, even in an H2O solvent. 
2) The separation of an ENS signal into several Q-ranges (linear zones in a Guinier-plot lnI vs. 
Q2) and their consecutive interpretation in terms of several (monodisperse) populations 
with different, specific, MSDs needs to be used with care. In general, such an interpretation 
is difficult in SAS since two monodisperse particle populations with very distinct radii of 
gyration and a monodiserse population of, e.g., elongated ellipsoidal particles produce very 
similar Guinier plots (Guinier and Fournet 1955). This holds true for ENS where the situation 
is in general worse since atomic motions in biomacromolecules display a great degree of 
polydispersity. 
3) Another fundamental difference between the SAS and ENS formalism is the different weight 
of particles of different sizes and atomic motions of different amplitudes, respectively: while 
the contribution to the signal grows with the square of the volume for particles (of the same 
average chemical composition) in SAS, it is independent from the volume sampled by the 
atomic motions in ENS (since only single atoms scatter neutrons incoherently). In other 
terms, there is a “thinning-out effect” in ENS (Gabel 2005) that implies that the difference 
between atoms of small and large motions is less pronounced than it is for particles of 
different size in SAS. 
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Perspectives 
 
Perspectives of my work concern the improvement of the developed protocols and their 
application to ambitious topics in structural biology. Future inhouse projects at IBS Grenoble 
include large molecular assemblies (Dr. Bruno Franzetti) unfolded proteins (Dr. Martin 
Blackledge) and membrane proteins (Dr. Christine Ebel). The following “Perspectives” chapters 
provide more details on future developments and projects. The chapter numbering corresponds 
to the one of the “Results” part of the thesis. 
 
1. Limitations, possible improvements and applications of the SAS-NMR 
protocol 
 
The protocol in its present form (Gabel et al. 2006) and implemented in ARIA-CNS (Gabel et al. 
2008) requires a number of technical improvements in order to become more user-friendly and 
generally applicable. For example, the protocol in its present form requires that the users make 
modifications in several ARIA-CNS modules. Furthermore, potential systematic errors in the 
extraction of Aexp, Bexp, and Cexp and the presence of a hydration shell require a grid-search 
around the target values. Sections 1.1 through 1.3 are dealing with the more technical 
programming tasks to remedy these shortcomings. Fundamental questions, applications and 
possible generalizations of the approach are addressed in sections 1.4 through 1.11.  
 
1.1 Accurate extraction of target parameters Aexp, Bexp, and Cexp from experimental SAS 
curve 
The target parameters are extracted by a least χ2-fit of a polynomial function in a restricted Q-
range from the experimental SAS curve, starting with Aexp in the Guinier-range and moving on to 
higher Q-values including progressively the higher parameters. In its present form it is done in 
an interactive mode by the user. The fundamental problem is the accurate extraction of the 
parameters and the optimization of the Q-range to be used for the least χ2-fit. This is basically the 
following mathematical problem: how well does a fit of the data by a truncated polynomial in a 
limited Q-range extract the coefficients of the underlying infinite Taylor series that describes 
the scattering curve completely? 
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1.2 Accurate calculation of the bi for heterogeneous bodies 
At the moment, the protocol is limited to homogeneous bodies of the same scattering length 
densities, i.e. the bi of all atoms are identical. This is a good approximation for A, B, and C in the 
Q-ranges used (QRg ≤ 2-3). However, in some cases, in particular for biomacromolecules showing 
a heterogeneous scattering length density on a ~ 10-30 Å lengthscale (phosphate groups vs. base 
pairs in DNA and RNA, hydrophobic core vs. hydrophilic surface residues in proteins), the 
present approximation might not be good enough. The quality of the homogeneous 
approximation needs to be checked quantitatively by comparing the back-calculated scattering 
curves from several systems using either bi=const or the accurate scattering lengths. If necessary, 
the more accurate approach needs to be incorporated into the protocol at the expense of 
computational time. Using the accurate scattering lengths will allow refinement of 
heterogeneous system (e.g. protein-DNA/RNA complex). It will affect in particular the position 
of the pivotal point between both rigid bodies (Eq. 1.2) and the positions of the B=Bexp and C=Cexp 
lines. In this case, the user needs to provide information on the type of radiation and solvent 
scattering length density (H2O, D2O, presence of solutes etc.) 
 
1.3 Inclusion of a hydration shell 
The protocol in its present form treats the rigid bodies as “naked”, i.e. atomic models deprived of 
a hydration shell. However, as has been shown by comparing SAXS and SANS data in H2O and 
D2O (Svergun et al. 1998), proteins in aqueous solution possess, in general, a hydration shell of 
different (physical and scattering length) density than the bulk solvent. It is incorporated in 
programs that calculate the scattering curve of an atomic structure such as CRYSOL/CRYSON 
(Svergun et al. 1995). The inclusion of a hydration shell for the calculation of A, B, and C will 
modify both the inter-body distance (Eq. 1.2) as well as the positions of the domains. In practice, 
a hydration shell can be added in two ways: i) using the spherical harmonics approach 
(Stuhrmann 1970b; Svergun et al. 1995) and adding a 3 Å thick shell from the outermost atoms of 
the PDB structure or ii) adding directly water molecules on the surface using the ARIA-CNS 
program suite. In both cases, the hydration shell needs to be properly weighted as a function of 
solvent and radiation used. Unfortunately, it is improbable that a single type of hydration shell 
applies in all cases: e.g., the hydration shell of highly charged RNAs or DNAs will probably have 
different properties than those of proteins close to their pI.  
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1.4 Stability and independence of Aexp, Bexp, and Cexp 
A crucial point of the protocol is the stability of the solutions as a function of (systematic) errors 
of the target values. These occur by the fit of a truncated polynomial (see above) and have been 
partially discussed in Gabel et al. (2006). In this context, it is imperative to understand if and how 
a systematic error in one of the values (e.g. Bexp) affects the other parameters (e.g. Cexp) and if it can 
be counterbalanced. In other words, can two systematic errors compensate in the sense that they 
would still yield an accurately refined structure? There are indications that this is true, related to 
the properties of the fit of a Taylor series (Gabel et al. 2006, Fig. 6). This study is important for the 
stability of the protocol and needs to be carried out systematically.  
 
1.5 Efficiency of the protocol as a function of domain anisotropy and inter-domain 
distance 
While it is obvious that two spherically symmetric bodies cannot be refined further than their 
distance by SAS, the efficiency of the protocol will improve with domain anisotropy. It would be 
interesting to formulate this statement in a more quantitative manner as a function of a domain 
“anisotropy parameter” (both in terms of deviations from a spherical shape and in size 
differences between both bodies) that can be used to assess the refinement possibilities and 
accuracy to be expected prior to the actual small angle scattering experiments. A solution to this 
problem would be of general interest also for two bodies of arbitrary orientation. 
The capacity to refine a two-body system will not only depend on the shape of both partners but 
also on their mutual distance: it is immediately clear that in the case of extremely distant partners 
(inter-partner distance >> dimension of each partner), their mutual position cannot be easily 
refined beyond fixing their distance. On the other hand, for very close partners (with fixed 
relative orientation), the mutual position cannot be refined very efficiently, either. Therefore, 
there probably exists an optimal distance regarding the refinement efficiency. To determine this 
distance and put it into quantitative relationship with the partners’ individual shapes and 
orientations would be very useful. 
 
1.6 Application to macromolecular complexes composed of more than 2 bodies 
An application to macromolecular complexes with more than two bodies is in principle possible. 
It would be a generalization of the triangulation approach that has been used to chart the 
quaternary arrangement of protein subunits in the ribosome (e.g. Engelman and Moore 1972; 
Hoppe et al. 1975). However, in the case of triangulation only the interparticle interference term 
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between the two subunits of interest is studied by using a “mixed isomorphous replacement” 
approach (Hoppe 1973; May 1991). The present approach uses both the intra- and interparticle 
interference terms of the two subunits of interest. They need to be recorded, ideally without 
contamination by the remainder of the structure. The latter point is difficult since proteins cannot 
be matched homogeneously (e.g. Zaccai and Jacrot 1983). RNA and DNA, on the other hand, can 
be matched more homogenously. In the general case, labeling schemes similar to the “Glassy 
Ribosome” approach (Nierhaus et al. 1983) minimizing contributions from the partners of no 
interest should be used. Since no data beyond 2-3 times the Guinier range is needed, there may 
be a chance that particle inhomogeneities at the matchpoint will not play a role. 
 
1.7 Generalization of the developed protocol to arbitrarily oriented partners 
While the protocol has been tailor-made to fit the needs of a given setup (domain orientation 
known from NMR RDCs plus additional SAS information), it would be interesting to know how 
far the developed concepts and results can be applied to a two-body system with arbitrarily 
oriented partners. In many cases, this general situation is dealt with by a grid-search approach 
(e.g. Konarev et al. 2001) with the drawback that the best refined structure depends on the initial 
conditions (positions and orientations of partners) and that secondary solutions (so-called “false 
positives”) are possible. The main potential benefit of a generalization of the present approach, if 
possible, would certainly be to identify families of structures that are compatible with the SAS 
data and that can be restricted/refined further by using additional structural restraints from 
complementary techniques (cross-linking, mutagenesis etc.). These restraints could define 
restricted two-dimensional regions in the (θ,φ)-plane that limit the positions of the two rigid 
bodies.  
 
1.8 Existence and nature of structural solutions 
The ensemble of structures obtained as a function of Aexp, Bexp, and Cexp is given by the solution of 
the equations in appendix 2. It confines the centers of scattering length density of both bodies to 
great circles on the surface of a sphere with a diameter that corresponds to the inter-body 
distance. So far, the solutions of the defining equations are obtained numerically (graphically). A 
fundamental question that arises is: can they be obtained analytically? In other words, can the 
existence and nature of the structural solutions of a rigid two-body system be predicted and 
written down explicitly as a function of the geometry of its two components and the shape of the 
scattering curve? In its present description, this mathematical problem belongs to the field of 
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geometric algebra. A general mathematical theorem states that a system of polynomial equations 
of the same degree has always a one-dimensional complex solution. In our case, however, the 
real solutions of the equations are of interest. A possible strategy and keyword to tackle this 
problem could be Bézout’s theorem (e.g. Brieskorn and Knörrer 1981). In any case, the general 
solution of this problem will require collaboration with partners with excellent mathematical 
skills.  
 
1.9 Application to large molecular complexes (collaboration Dr. Bruno Franzetti) 
De novo domain refinement using RDC restraints from larger macromolecular complexes (> 80 
kDa) is presently out of reach for NMR even if high-resolution structures of the subunits are 
available (Tugarinov and Kay 2003). As a consequence, the use of the higher terms of the 
refinement potential (B and C) is impossible for these systems at the present state-of-the-art. 
However, the term defining the inter-domain distance (A) as well as a large number of other 
restraints such as cross-linking, mutagenesis, PREs, NOEs etc. are already implemented in the 
protocol and can be used easily (Gabel et al. 2008). Applied under these conditions, the protocol 
has the advantage (with respect to rigid-body modeling) to provide a family of structures that 
are compatible with all structural restraints and which can be further refined, e.g. by scoring 
against the full SAS curve.  
It is planned to apply this approach to large molecular assemblies such as the family of the 
aminopeptidase TET (Franzetti et al. 2002). First results regarding the thermo-stability and 
thermo-activation have already been obtained (Durá et al. 2009). Important structural questions 
regarding substrate binding, processing and release as well as putative concomitant 
conformational changes can be addressed readily by using SAXS/SANS. The thermo-stability 
(fast tumbling rates) as well as the symmetry of these systems makes them particularly well-
suited for structural studies combining SAS and NMR. 
 
1.10 Taking flexible parts into account (collaboration Dr. Martin Blackledge) 
By definition, the protocol assumes that both bodies be rigid, i.e. that no flexible parts occur in 
the complex to be refined. This condition is unfortunately not always fulfilled (e.g. flexible linker, 
header or tail). How to incorporate such modifications into the present protocol needs to be 
worked out both theoretically and practically. It is evident that these parts cannot be 
incorporated as rigid in a given conformation since it would alter the parameters B and C in a 
very biased way. One possibility to tackle this problem would be to take the flexible parts (tail 
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and header) into account as a weighted ensemble of conformers (Bernadό et al. 2005; Bernadό et 
al. 2007) from which new parameters A, B, and C can be calculated. The difficulty lies then in 
finding a right weighing procedure of the conformations of the flexible parts and their overall 
weight with respect to the rigid parts of the bodies. It is planned to address these issues both 
theoretically and experimentally in close collaboration with Dr. Martin Blackledge (IBS 
Grenoble). 
 
1.11 Alternative descriptions: spherical coordinates, multipole expansions, principal axes 
systems and pair distance distribution functions 
It is conceivable that the whole approach of expanding the scattering data into a power series 
and using Cartesian coordinates for the atomic positions to calculate the target parameters is not 
adapted to the geometry of the problem. Polar coordinates as used in other approaches (e.g. 
spherical harmonics and a multipole expansion) may be better suited and the resulting equations 
easier to deal with. As an alternative, if Cartesian coordinates are to be kept, a transformation 
into the principal axes system of the initial reference frame should equally yield considerable 
simplifications of the equations. However, it is unclear how the change of the principal axes of 
the two-body system as a function of the positions of the individual bodies is to be dealt with. 
Another alternative would be to calculate a pair distance distribution function from atomic 
coordinates for a given domain configuration during the refinement process and compare it to 
the one determined from the experimental data. This has been demonstrated for simple 
geometric bodies (Glatter 1979). However, a target function and driving force would need to be 
developed specifically for this approach. 
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2. Study of unfolded proteins by SAXS/SANS and NMR 
 
2.1 Accurate structural information at high Q 
A major complication with small angle scattering analysis of unfolded proteins is that they 
scatter to high angles (~ 1.0 Å-1) with low intensity. The weak signal at higher angles contains 
precious information on structural features at shorter distances (e.g. surface and hydration shell 
properties, and cross sectional information). Inaccurate solvent subtraction of one percent or less 
can lead to erratic data interpretation, in particular in Kratky plots. In order to carry on our study 
on urea-denatured ubiquitin, data need to be recorded to high angles with good signal/noise. 
The approach to maximize the Q-range has been used in the polymer community by using 
specific instruments, e.g. D1B at ILL (Rawiso et al. 1987) where data on polystyrene was 
measured up to very high angles (Q=1.5 Å-1). This latter approach in combination with 
concentrated solutions (>> 10 mg/ml) should yield accurate exploitable data in our case (if inter-
particle effects can be neglected at high angles). 
 
2.2 Complementarities of SAXS/SANS for cross-sectional analysis 
While the complementarities of SAXS and SANS have been exploited routinely in the polymer 
sciences (Schurtenberger 2002 and references therein), its potential has been hardly applied to 
unfolded proteins. However, a combination of SAXS and SANS would be of particular benefit in 
a cross-sectional analysis exploiting different contrast conditions to study the following issues: i) 
nature and geometry of the hydration water shell close to the protein surface and its comparison 
to the folded case, ii) side-chain flexibility and iii) interaction of smaller solute molecules with 
the protein. All three effects are particularly pronounced in unfolded proteins (with respect to 
globular, folded proteins) due to the increased surface to volume ratio. Results from Gabel et al. 
(2009) suggest that some of the usually accepted concepts in globular proteins such as a 3 
Ångström thick, 10% denser (than bulk solvent) (Svergun et al. 1998) cannot be applied without 
further questioning to chemically denatured proteins. 
Several approaches are possible to address the raised issues and analyze future high-angle data: 
1) An explicit analytical function describing more sophisticated models, including persistence 
lengths, cross-sectional terms etc. (e.g. Rawiso et al. 1987; Pérez et al. 2001) 
2) An ensemble of atomic-resolution conformers, either with modeled (solvent and/or small 
solute) molecules at specific interaction sites or by using a hydration shell of flexible density 
as a phenomenological fit parameter (Svergun et al. 1995) in order to model side-chain 
flexibility and/or solutes associated with the unfolded chain. 
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2.3 Combination with NMR structural restraints 
In the last few years the power of combining SAS with NMR restraints for unfolded proteins has 
been realized and is reflected in a growing number of publications (e.g. Bernadό et al. 2005; 
Bernadό et al. 2007; Jensen et al. 2009; Bernadό and Blackledge 2009). However, so far this 
approach has been mainly limited to using SAXS. Supplementing the NMR data available on 
denatured ubiquitin by SANS data would help to refine the structural models of the unfolded 
proteins in terms of side-chain flexibility and solvent properties close to the protein surface (see 
preceding section). This information is crucial for the accurate fit of back-calculated average 
scattering curves of unfolded protein ensembles in an intermediary and high Q-range (>0.3Å-1). 
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3. Elastic neutron scattering analysis on several instruments; analogies to 
SAS and possible combination with NMR 
 
3.1 Application of convolution formalism to more than 2 instruments 
Comparison of elastic data as a function of Q from two instruments differing by a factor of 10 in 
instrumental resolution allows extracting as well as rejecting scattering laws and quasielastic 
parameters (Gabel 2005; Gabel and Bellissent-Funel 2007). One limitation of this approach is its 
insensitivity to describe the variation of quasielastic scattering components that are more than 
about a factor of 10 narrower or wider than the instrumental energy resolution. Therefore, the 
power and selectivity of this approach can be improved by comparing data from a larger 
number of instruments (three or more) that differ pair-wise by at least an order of magnitude in 
resolution. Since each instrument introduces, in a certain manner, an independent data set, this 
combination allows extraction of scattering laws with a larger number of fit parameters. It is in 
principle applicable to all types of sample states (protein powders, solutions, entire biological 
cells …). 
 
3.2 Library of convoluted scattering laws 
A library of convoluted scattering laws describing atomic motions in biological systems would 
be of enormous practical use to the neutron community using elastic scans. It should include a 
number of translational, rotational, and vibrational laws as well as more sophisticated models 
(stretched exponential, jump-diffusion, confined diffusion etc). All analytically “convolutable” 
scattering laws (as well as products and linear combinations of them) can be written down 
explicitly, taking different experimental resolution functions into account (triangular, Gaussian, 
Lorentzian). This would allow users with an educated guess of dynamics in their samples to 
choose the optimal instrument (both in terms of energy resolution and Q-range) in order to focus 
on specific types of motion. A graphical representation of the predicted elastic intensity as a 
function of Q with interactively tunable parameters (e.g. diffusion coefficients, instrument 
resolution etc.) would be very useful and practical. 
 
3.3 Comparison/combination of elastic and quasielastic spectra 
An elastic scan contains less information than QENS or INS spectra and is mainly used for its 
rapidity and model-free analysis of weakly scattering samples. A systematic combination of both 
types of experiments would be very advantageous. Unfortunately, up to date, this combination is 
not carried out routinely; in most cases QENS and ENS experiments measure different quantities 
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or use different models (e.g. diffusion coefficients and residence times vs. atomic MSDs). I believe 
that the convolution method for elastic scans is an ideal means to overcome these incompatible 
analyses since it can be interpreted in terms of parameters equally employed in QENS. A good 
experiment would consist in recording elastic data at several temperatures over the whole 
experimental Q-range and supplementing/comparing them with QENS data with high quality 
(long exposure time) at a few selected Q values. Finally, both types of datasets would need to be 
interpreted in terms of a single scattering law that fits both simultaneously well. 
 
3.4 The problem of multiple scattering 
Elastic scans at low Q-values will be particularly influenced by multiple scattering (Sears 1975; 
Settles and Doster 1997; Gabel 2000; Zorn 2009). While some programs exist that correct for this 
defect for QENS data they will need to be adapted for elastic scan data treatment. As in the case 
of the existing programs, this will probably require an assumption of a scattering law a priori that 
has to be convoluted and weighted for the back-calculation of the elastic signal as a function of 
Q. 
 
3.5 Effect of coherent scattering 
In the interpretation of ENS and QENS data, the coherent contributions are in general neglected.  
They can, however, have a differential behavior as a function of hydration state as was 
demonstrated in dry and D2O-hydrated deuterated CPC (Bellissent-Funel et al. 1997). In the light 
of these results it would be worthwhile to investigate if normalization of the scattered intensity 
of a sample to the lowest temperature is indeed able to eliminate contributions of coherent 
scattering to the variations of the elastically scattered intensity as a function of temperature. An 
upper estimation of the coherent contribution to the observed variation of the elastic intensity 
should be calculated as a function of sample composition and physical state (powder, solution). 
 
3.6 Elaboration of analogies between SAS and ENS 
In Gabel (2005), the analogies and differences between the atomic mean square displacements 
and the radii of gyration in SAS were elaborated. In my opinion, it would be worth and 
interesting to push these analogies further. It is, in principle, conceivable to apply the whole 
arsenal used in small angle scattering data interpretation (monodisperse and polydisperse cases) 
on EISF data. However, as already pointed out (Gabel 2005), motions of larger amplitude 
contribute less than motions of smaller amplitude (“thinning-out” effect). Therefore, a 
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transcription of SAS results to EISF data cannot be done 1:1. It will require different weighing 
mechanisms for motions that sample different “volumes” and needs to be developed 
mathematically in a rigorous way. Since motions of atoms in a biological sample display a great 
degree of polydispersity, methods developed in SAS to interpret particle-size distributions 
(Glatter 1980b) should turn out to be particularly helpful, e.g. a Gaussian distribution of spheres 
of different size (Glatter 2002). 
 
3.7 Combination of neutron spectroscopy with NMR relaxation 
An ambitious perspective of my work regarding molecular dynamics would be a possible 
combined interpretation of neutron spectroscopic and NMR relaxation data. While both 
techniques access the pico- to nanosecond timescale of atomic motions on an Ångström 
lengthscale, different aspects contribute to the signal from each technique: neutron spectroscopy, 
on the one hand, measures essentially the space-time Fourier transform of the atomic (nuclear) 
trajectories (van Hove 1954), weighted by the instrumental energy resolution at a given Q-value. 
NMR relaxation, on the other hand, is based on spectral density of rotational motions of atomic 
bonds (Lipari and Szabo 1982; Palmer 2001; Brüschweiler 2003). Both techniques are therefore 
complementary for the description of molecular dynamics. Despite this fact, attempts to use a 
common mathematical formalism to describe molecular motions from neutron spectroscopy and 
NMR simultaneously are extremely rare (Fleischer and Fukara 1994; Zanotti et al. 1999). 
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4. Low-resolution modeling of membrane proteins using SANS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Membrane proteins (MP) constitute an estimated 30-40% of all proteins in eukaryotic cells 
(Wallin and Heijne 1998). They fulfill a number of important biological functions such as 
transport (ions, small substrates…), signaling, reception (optical or chemical), cell-cell 
recognition and adhesion, energy production and others (White 2009 and references therein) and 
are a major target for drugs (Korepanova et al. 2005). In contrast to water-soluble proteins MPs 
are notoriously difficult to study by high-resolution structural techniques such as 
crystallography and NMR (Lacapère et al. 2007): in 2009, less than 1% (about 200) out of 60000 
structures in the protein data base (PDB) were membrane proteins (White 2009).  
Small angle neutron scattering and contrast variation can provide low-resolution models of 
otherwise inaccessible MP structures and architecture using the arsenal of modern methods 
presented in chapter 1.1. However, structural studies of protein-detergent (Guo et al. 1990) and 
membrane proteins complexes using SAXS/SANS (e.g. Hunt et al. 1997; Wang et al. 2003; Bu et al. 
2003; Zimmer et al. 2006; Johs et al. 2006; Lipfert and Doniach 2007 and references therein) are 
rather scarce up to date. This is mainly due to two reasons: i) the particularly difficult 
biochemical preparation of biologically active and monodisperse samples (le Maire et al. 2000) in 
sufficient quantities for structural biology and ii) the data analysis due to possibly incomplete 
matching and residual scattering signal of the detergent moieties (free micelles and detergent 
monomers as well as protein-bound detergent). 
 
4.2 A “via regia” to low-resolution membrane protein structures: high-resolution 
detergent models, multi-phase modeling or a “perfect” detergent? 
Over the last two years, I have participated in several SANS projects of detergents (mainly in 
collaboration with Dr. Christine Ebel) with the aim to prepare the structural study of membrane 
proteins with the arsenal of modern modeling techniques presented in chapter 1.1. Several 
approaches are conceivable for these projects:  
1) The use of high-resolution models of detergent moieties. Free detergent and micellar structures 
display, in general, a (scattering length) heterogeneity on their molecular length-scale. Their 
scattering signals therefore need to be accurately subtracted from the overall scattering curve 
(protein-lipid/detergent complexes (PDCs) plus free detergent and micelles) in order to 
model the remaining protein-detergent particles. To achieve this goal requires an accurate 
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structural model of the free micelles from detergent-only scattering curves. A simple example 
would be a core-shell model but also more sophisticated models using different phases (e.g. 
program “MONSA”; Svergun 1999) or atomic models built from detergent monomer 
structures are possible. In addition, the fraction of scattered signal due to micelles from the 
overall signal (micelles, free detergent and PDCs) needs to be known accurately. Analytical 
ultracentrifugation (AUC) will be indispensable in this approach. A bottleneck of high-
resolution modeling in this approach is certainly the detergent bound to the protein which is 
more difficult to model than free micelles. However, neutron data from MP crystals (Pebay-
Peyroula et al. 1995) might provide helpful clues and inspire approaches to model their 
contribution in MP-detergent complexes in solution accurately. 
2)  Once the signal of free detergent/micelles is accurately subtracted (preceding section) the 
protein-detergent complexes can be modeled. Only very few examples going beyond a radius 
of gyration / molecular weight analysis are available to date (Johs et al. 2006). A possible way 
of tackling this problem is the use of several phases (“MONSA”) which has been applied to 
protein-DNA or RNA complexes (Putnam et al. 2007 and references therein). An important 
issue is the minimal number of phases to be used. From a point of view of scattering length 
density, a reasonable number would be three: one for the protein, one for the detergent heads 
and one for the detergent tails. Ideally, SANS data would be recorded for several contrast 
conditions, masking the protein, the detergent tails or heads. An additional restraint to be 
imposed and implemented in the data modeling programs is the connected topology of the 
individual phases.  
3) From a SANS structural point of view, the perfect detergent would have a homogeneous 
scattering length density, in particular head vs. tail. (More important of course are its 
properties to dissolve membrane proteins from their lipids and keep them in a 
physiologically active structure!). Structural requirements for a homogeneous detergent can 
in principle be calculated from the chemical composition, atomic scattering length densities 
and partial specific volumes. A completely deuterated detergent has a scattering length 
density that exceeds that of pure D2O. It can in general not be matched in any fraction of 
H2O/D2O in an aqueous solvent. Commercially available deuterated detergents often have 
different contrasts head vs. tail. To my best knowledge such a perfect detergent, regarding 
both scattering properties and interaction with solubilized membrane proteins does not (yet?) 
exist. It would have to be tailor-made. The next section presents a favorable candidate in a 
project I have been involved in.     
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4.3 Hemifluorinated surfactants, a promising class of detergents for membrane protein 
studies in solution (Breyton et al. 2009) 
Hemifluorinated surfactants are promising detergent candidates that appear to combine the 
structural properties required from a SANS point of view (negligible scattering signal at the 
match-point) as well as the biochemical “gentleness” regarding the solubility of MPs in a 
functional and stable state. The results of Breyton et al. (2009) are briefly summarized here: 
- F6-Diglu and F6-Triglu can be described by compact, globular micelle structures with radii of 
gyration of 18 and 20 Å, respectively.  
- They have aggregation numbers of 67 and 34  molecules per micelle, respectively 
- F6-Triglu scattering curves below the CMC (at 1.7 and 0.5 mg/ml) display no structural 
features and do not differ from the buffer signal 
- Their contrast match point (CMP) is about 45% D2O 
- No residual scattering signal at the CMP from the detergent was visible up to C = 10 mg/ml 
Future experiments on several protein systems are planned or under way (OmpX, 
bacteriorhodopsin). Imposed by the particular CMP, these systems will need to be deuterated. 
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